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Abstract for
“Detour or Bridge? Contrasting Sections and Storytelling in Musical Theater”
by Brian Edward Jarvis and John Peterson, SMT-V 6.2.

Two standard large-scale forms in musical theater are verse-chorus and AABA, sometimes called “quaternary.” Both forms typically contain a bridge. Steve Larson (2003) describes a bridge as a contrasting section that provides “a path to traverse that connects two more stable sections.” Occasionally, a number in dialogue with these standard forms features an added, highly contrasting section that we call a “detour.” In this video, we introduce the concept of the detour in musical theater, we describe its relationship to bridges using Larson’s (2003) framework, and we show how detours sometimes substitute for or become a bridge. We provide examples of detours in selections from Wicked, Everyday Rapture, and Legally Blonde, discussing how the detours relate to the story the musical tells.
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